A Sour View
Of the Subcontinent
JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH
some Indians might consider a slightly bogus Timestyle, including an exLike most other people, Indians take cessive search for dramatic historical
themselves seriously, and unlike most effect that depends, among other
people they take other people seri- devices, on an artificial use of tense.
ously as well. In these circumstances Still, Mr. Campbell has a talent for
the pompous and the pious are rare- description and an ear for conversaly if ever described to themselves, tion, and he is a lean and talented
and as a result there may be no writer. His account of the police inother country in the world where so vestigation of the murder of some
many bogus characters enjoy such Socialists in Uttar Pradesh, of his enformidable security. If one can illus- counter with a lonely and excluded
trate by an example that somehow Anglo-Indian in Agra and Gwalior;
comes to mind, Mr. John Foster his tales of double talk and fancy
Dulles has lasted longer in high perquisites in the Congress Party, of
office in the United States than many' a party stalwart who (literally) comwould have wished. Yet we may take bined politics with the promotion of
some comfort vis-a-vis our Asian his patent medicine, of his brief enfriends from the fact that had he counter with Acharya Vinoba Bhave,
been born in the right caste and the collector of land for redistribuunder the right stars in India, his tion, and of his journey to the
view of himself as an abnormally Portuguese enclave of Goa to watch
holy man would be completely com- a nonviolent march over the bormonplace. Indeed, he might have der—all these are good and even
fascinating. Although Indians will
some worshipers.
Mr. Campbell has undertaken to not like much of what he says, they
crack the bogus crust in Indian polit- will find him, perversely enough, one
ical and religious life, and in a way of the more effective defenders of
he has done it very well. His book is their position in the Vale of Kashmir.
a tightly edited (and, one assumes,
rather selective) account of his "\7"ET I would not want to leave too
travels around India and into East
*- favorable an impression. Mr.
and West Pakistan. He was then a Campbell has shown that a book can
Time Inc. correspondent in India, be competent and bright and even
and his book shows traces of what intelligent without being good. As a
' • ( HE HEART OF INDIA, by Alexander Camp-

minor point, his tales are rather too
miraculously rounded and complete.
They all seem to come out rather
too well. When he visited a Gujerat
leader in Bombay just before the
riots in that city, his devout host
rebuked him for killing a mosquito
only moments before he rebuked him
for failing to see the need for killing
a few Maharashtrians if that were
necessary to put them in their place.
When he talked with Moslems and
Hindus, Congressmen and Communists, Pakistanis and Indians, each set
up the problem in precisely the fashion that best brought out the particular conflict. Often during these
conversations there was some incident or slip that very conveniently
exposed the cant of which the
speaker was guilty.
Also, since Mr. Campbell reported
only on those villages and cities
where something was going on, one
gets the impression that his journey
was one of the most stirring hegiras
since the princely tour of Edward
VII. He is at no pains to minimize
this impression.
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T TOWEVER, there is a more serious
A-^ defect. It is that the book is devoid of anything that even remotely
could be called compassion. Mr.
Campbell knows that India is struggling, in some ways hopefully and
in some ways hopelessly, with problems of incredible magnitude. He is
interested in this struggle principally
because of the odd behavior that it
evokes.
Much of this behavior, by his own
standards, the author finds exceedingly naive. He does not reflect that
history until recently denied Indians—all but a tiny few—even the
chance to be naive. If some of the
manifestly voluble Indian self-expression is erratic, it is partly because
an exceptionally large number of
Indians are partaking of the rare and
unusual delight of expressing themselves. This is not unimportant. And
maybe it is inevitable in any considerable intellectual revival.
That India is having such a revival is the most important thing
that Mr. Campbell missed. And in
the enthusiasms of such a revival it
is too much to expect that one will
have only seemly and strictly logical
as well as sophisticated and unheretical thoughts.
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To get the whole truth
you have to get the whole picture

T

who touched the elephant's head said
"An elephant is like a water pot." The one who feit his
ears said "like a basket." Another fingered the tusks
and said "An elephant is like a plow." Feeling the legs, a
fourth said "like a post." And the blind man who touched the
elephant's belly asserted "An elephant is like a granary."
It's the same way with the news. You touch a part and
you think "This is how it is"—but you may be wrong. Even
when you understand one or more parts of the news perfectly, you may still put the parts together incorrectly, you
may still base an inexact over-all picture on them. To get
the whole truth, you have to get the whole story.
That's why you need to read THE REPORTER. THE REPORTER helps you to piece together the many parts of the
news into a clear, coherent picture. When parts of the picture are missing, THE REPORTER finds them and fills them
in for you.
HE BLIND MAN

For THE REPORTER gives you the whole story—which is
why THE REPORTER has won eleven top journalism awards.
In fact, a recent study of leading newsmen and newswomen across the country shows that the working press of
the United States looks upon THE REPORTER as "must"
reading. They look to it for detailed background information, as a source of news not covered by other publications
and, whether they agree or not, for THE REPORTER'S interpretation of news events around the world.
Using a bold new approach to journalism, THE REPORTER
brings you the kind of information to which only specialists
ordinarily have access—but it puts this information in terms

you can readily grasp and act upon. Armed with such information, you can achieve a depth and breadth of insight that
will enable you to make sound judgments on the major
events and issues of our times.
Never has the world needed your full understanding more
than it does now—and never have you had a magazine
better suited to help you understand your world. So get the
important news and get it in its whole perspective by reading
THE REPORTER regularly. Start your subscription today.
Do you enjoy THE REPORTER ? Don't you think your friends
would enjoy it too? They'll appreciate THE REPORTER SO much,
and it will cost you so little to give when you avail yourself
of our special introductory rate:

the next 18 issues
for only $3.27
If you haven't yet subscribed to THE REPORTER, you may take
advantage of this special offer too. Your subscription—or your
friends'—will begin as soon as we receive your order, so mail
the card today. You need send no money; we will bill you
later, if you prefer.
Regular rates: 7 year $6, 2 years $9.50, 3 years $12
Add $1 per year for Foreign Postage
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136 Ecssi 57th Street, New York 22, M. Y,
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AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER FROM THE READERS' SUBSCRIPTION
(EDITORIAL BOARD: W. H. AUDEN, JACQUES BARZUN, LIONEL TRILLING)

Choose Any expensive BOOK or SET shown
When you join, and agree to
buy as few as four selections
during the next 12 months.
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Now You Can Enjoy a Rich Variety
of Important Books and Recordings
...at Substantial Savings

THE READERS' SUBSCRIPTION, Inc., Dept. RE-7
1140 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

FOR PEOPLE TO WHOM the word "library" means something
more than a public institution, here's a special opportunity for you
to save money on books and records of lasting value.
. As an unusual introductory offer, The Readers' Subscription
would like you to choose any one of the books, albums or sets
pictured above . . . for only |2.95.
A Uniqu* Plan for Discriminating Readers
As a member of The Readers' Subscription you will be offered
variety and consistent quality typified by past selections of FICTION like James Agee's A Death in the Family and The Complete
Works of Nathanael West . . . POETRY like The Collected Poems of
Dylan Thomas and e. e. cummings Poems: 1923-1954 . . .in the
SOCIAL SCIENCES like Ernest Jones' classic biography of Sigmund Freud and The Organization Man . . . in BELLES LETTRES
like Henry James: Autobiography and The Letters of W. B. Yeats
. . . i n RECORDINGS like Dylan Thomas Readings and Siobhan
McKenna reading from Ulysses . . . and in little publicized books like
The Disinherited fMind by Eric Heller and Anatomy of Criticism
by Northrop Frye.
You Save Over 4 5 %
Books like these, and more than forty new titles offered each year;
can be yours at savings that will average at least 25% on each
monthly selection. Over-all savings (realized through bonus books
received after 4 selections are purchased) will be over 45%.
You Raceivo Tho Griffin
Each month you receive a free copy of The Griffin. This magazine
contains reviews of the Editorial Board's monthly selections. These
reviews are not written to "sell" you anything. In fact, these critiques by W. H. Auden, Jacques Barzun and Lionel Trilling are of
such quality that they are widely reprinted. Indeed, many Libraries
(public institutions, t h a t is) subscribe to The Griffin. After reading
The Griffin, if you want the current selection, it will be sent to you.
If not, you merely say so on the form always provided.
SAVE NOW
Now, choose the selection you want and mail the coupon to The
Readers' Subscription. You will be billed only $2.95 plus a small
shipping charge . . . even though the value of your selection may be
as high as $19.50. Mail the coupon NOW.

> send me at once the book, set or album I have
checked, and bill me ONLY $2.95 plus a small shipping
charge. Also enroll me as a member of the Readers'
Subscription.
Forthcoming selections will be described to me In advance
in The Griffin, your monthly publication, which I am to
receive FREE for one year. I may decline any selection

simply by returning the special form always provided.
I agree to accept four additional selections at members'
Special Prices (plus a few cents shipping), from all present
and future titles. During the nrst year of my membership,
I may resign any time after accepting four such selections.
I am to receive a FREE Bonus Book or 12-inch long-playing
B-playii
record of my own choosing after every four
" ''
purchased (exclusive of my introductory offer). selectloi

CHECK YOUR SELECTION BELOW
i THE FLOWERS OF EVIL by Charles Baudelaire and
COMPLETE WORKS OF MONTAIGNE. Montaigne's sophistiA SELF PORTRAIT, selected letters of Beaudehave instructed and delighted urbane
J
•lalre,] iBAUDELAIRE:
translated and edited with a. running commentary
400 years. This massive, 1094-page volume com•readers!catedfor Essays
prises the first complete collection of these essays . . .
together with the Letters that explain so much about the
man himself . . . and the Travel Journal, an uninhibited
record of Europe's people and places in the 16th Century.
List price $12.50

PAIDEIA: The Ideals of Greek Culture by Werner Jaeger.
A monumental study of Grecian civilization from
Homeric times to its eventual collapse. No other work so
enables the reader to appreciate the vitality and purpose
which all subsequent ages have inherited from Greek history, lyric poetry, tragedy, metaphysics, education, and
the whole life of the state Itself. 3 vols. List price $19.50.
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UNDER MILK WOOD narrated by Dylan Thomas. A collector's ltem-the only recording of the premiere per•formance
of this tenderly beautiful (and raucously bawdy)
play, with the author himself as narrator. The story of a
day In the lives of the wise and the witless inhabitants of
a tiny Welsh village, told in tha singing words of this bestloved modernist poet. Two 12" records. List price $11.90.
, ENGLISH LITERATURE IN THE 16TH CENTURY by C. S. Lewis.
. ENGLISH LITERATURE IN THE EARLIER 17TH CENTURY by

•Douglas
I Bush. These two volumes capture the flavor of a
.

by Lois Boe Hyslop and Francis E. Hyslop, Jr. This moving
portrait of a tormented genius can hardly be excelled in
its frankness and authenticity . . . combined with the
Centenary bilingual edition edited by Marthiel and Jackson
Mathews from the best English translations made by some
forty noted poets. List price $12.00.

I—I CAEDMON TREASURY OF MODERN POETS Reading their
1 I Own Poetry. The voices of 20 great contemporary
poets, reading 26 of their own works. Includes newly-discovered recordings by W. B. Yeats, and T. S. Eliot's complete "Wasteland", plus selections by Edith Sitwell, Dylan
Thomas, Robert Graves, Gertrude Stein, e. e. cummings.
Marianne Moore, Conrad Alken, Robert Frost and others.
Two 12" records. List price $11.90,
HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION by Leon Trotsky.
•revolution
The extraordinary story of history's most epochal
as seen by the man who helped plan It, who was
active in its every phase, who created the Bed Army—and
who was finally driven from the victorious Soviet and
murdered in Mexico. Long out of print, this book Is newly
important in the light of recent struggles for power inside
Russia. List price $12.50

tumultuous, lusty and brilliantly creative era. Together
they comprise a fascinating critical survey of one of the
most "essential" and exciting periods in English literature.
2 vols. List price $14.00.
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Here Is his final, greatest and most controversial work,
coupled with the collected Letters that Illuminate the life,
character and Ideas of an ever-astonishing genius. 2 vols.
List price 915.00.
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